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submitted in production communities. For example,
StackOverflow has an answer rate above 90% and a median
answer time of only 11 minutes [2], while the average
responding time for an issue in Android issue tracking system
(a typical production community) is about 31 days. The
consumption communities are becoming the source of the
crowd wisdom for the evaluation and evolution of open source
software in production communities.
We propose a new approach, OSSEAN (Open Source
Software Evaluating, Analyzing and Networking), to leverage
the crowd wisdom in consumption communities to support the
software development in production communities. OSSEAN is
composed of two steps: firstly collects the set of documents in
consumption communities for each software in production
communities, then use the documents to make evaluation,
comparison and ranking for the software. According to our
experiments, OSSEAN successfully discovers more than 8
million documents for more than 238 thousands projects. In
this paper, we use three promising demos to show the potential
applications of OSSEAN.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section II some
closely related systems are introduced and discussed. In
Section III key mechanisms of our approach are described. In
Section IV, we show some preliminary but promising demos of
OSSEAN. We conclude the paper in Section V.

Abstract—Nowadays open source software represents a
successful crowd-based software production model and is
becoming an ecosystem combining huge amounts of software
producers (such as software developers) and consumers (such as
software users and customers). Lots of research work has been
conducted on analyzing software artifacts created by producers,
but few of them reveal the power of feedback from consumers
which we believe is very important for the evaluation and
evolution of open source software. This paper introduces
OSSEAN, a platform for Open Source Software Evaluating,
Analyzing and Networking. OSSEAN divides the open source
communities into two groups: software production communities
and software consumption communities. The former contain
structured software artifacts such as projects, source code and
issues, while the latter are full of textual documents with rich
semantics of user feedback. We show the power of OSSEAN with
some interesting demos by analyzing more than 200 thousands of
open source projects and 10 million documents.
Keywords—Open Source; Crowd Wisdom; Software
Production Communities, Software Consumption Communities;
OSSEAN

I.

INTRODUCTION

Open source communities successfully leverage the power
of the crowd in software production, and have great impacts on
many stages of software development and applications in a
global open source ecosystem. With the development and
division of open source communities, software programmers
and testers are attracted by software production communities
such as SourceForge and Github, while the newcomers, users
and customers are more likely going to software consumption
communities such as StackOverflow, Slashdot and CSDN
(http://www.csdn.net, the biggest IT community site for
Chinese speaking users in the world). These two kinds of
communities complement each other and greatly expand the
scope of traditional software development activities to global
software evaluation and evolution.
The production communities mainly help software
developers manage their development processes and artifacts.
For example, Github provides development tools such as
version control and issue tracking, and social communication
tools such as @mention [1]. SourceForge provides more
complete toolkits for distributed collaboration and management,
including mailing lists, feature request, etc. These tools store
huge amounts of software engineering data for structured
software artifacts. On the other hand, the consumption
communities are usually the crowd-oriented knowledge sharing
platforms attracting tens of millions of users. The data
generated in in these communities are usually textual posts
which are reacting more quickly than the development requests
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II.

RELATED WORK

A lot of research work has been conducted on collecting
and mining data in open source communities.
The large amounts of high-quality source code publicly
available over the internet have attracted great attention from
researchers. Sushil et. al constructed an Internet-scale software
repository Sourceer [7]. It employs the structural information
like reference in source code, the dependences between
libraries and so on to achieve large scale source code indexing
and searching. OCEAN [8] present a federated search engine
that simultaneously retrieves source code from existing open
source code search engine sites including Koders, Krugle,
Merobase and Google Code.
In industry, many analysis tools and services have been
provided by different companies. Coverity Scan [9] mainly
focus on analyzing the quality and security of open source
software by providing scan and test services. Converity Scan
helps developers to identify critical quality and security
defects that are hard to find by other methods, and can provide
valuable information for users to locate and fix the identified
defects. Until March 2014, the lines of source code they scan
have reached 300 million. Many famous open source projects
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OSSEAN
O
cutss the correlatioon between diifferent modules in
the three
t
layers to
o a fullest exteent. The comm
munication bettween
diffeerent modulees is achieveed through event
e
service and
dataabase operation
ns, so that eacch module can
n be developedd and
deplloyed by ind
dependent team
ms. Each mo
odule retrievees its
inpu
ut data from database
d
and th
then notifies th
he next moduule by
send
ding a specifiied event, wiith a relatively stable inteerface
betw
ween each oth
her. All modul
ules in OSSEA
AN cooperate as in
an assembly
a
line.
The
T crawler module
m
in acqquisition layeer is the enginne of
OSS
SEAN by craw
wling raw weeb pages from
m the two kinnds of
com
mmunities. A crawler
c
will bbe created and
d deployed whhen a
com
mmunity is ad
dded as a neew data sourrce. Each craawler
mon
nitors a speciffied communi
nity site and retrieves
r
data (raw
web
b pages or APII data) accordiing to the pred
defined data model.
m
Finaally, the dataa crawled byy crawler wiill wait for being
b
anallyzed by data extraction moodule. Here, th
he wrong dataa will
be moved
m
and the missing datta will be re-ccrawled. Thenn, the
dataa analysis mo
odule will coonstruct the mappings
m
bettween
softw
ware projects and documennts, and use the result to evaaluate
each
h project, succh as analyzzing the trend
d of projectss and
rank
king them by popularity.
p
The
T modules in presentatioon layer are mainly
m
designeed for
dem
monstration of the above reesults, includin
ng operations such
as searching and ranking. Eachh module obttains data from
m the
dataabase schema of previous m
module, and saves result in its
own
n schema. Thee results of daata analysis wiill be placed in
i the
dataa pool, preparred for preseenting in plattform. In ordder to
prov
vide a high quality data service, we have two online
o
systems for OSSE
EAN: one is a testing system
m, and the othher is
a pro
oduction systeem.

such
h as FreeBSD, HBase and CloudStack benefit
b
much from
this service.
As
A a famous open source software man
nagement soluution
prov
vider, Black D
Duck [10] haas built a masssive open soource
know
wledge base named BlackDuck Kn
nowledgeBasee. It
colleects more thaan 1 million open
o
source software
s
from
m 7.5
thou
usands open ssource sites. In this know
wledge base, they
coveer more than 100 million lines of sourcce code and m
more
than
n 2 thousands of different liicenses. They build code seearch
engine Koders andd open sourcee community OpenHub.
O
Most
M
of thesee works focus on the statiic source codde of
open
n source softw
ware, and littlee attention has been paid onn the
user feedback in cconsumption communities.
c
III.

THE OSSSEAN PLATFOR
RM

To
T make betteer use of the data generateed in open soource
ecossystems, we ddesign and im
mplement OS
SSEAN—an O
Open
Sourrce Softwaree Evaluating, Analyzing and Networrking
platfform. OSSEAN
N aims to briddge the production communnities
and consumptionn communitiees to retrieve the knowlledge
hidd
den among diff
fferent commuunities, which are very impoortant
for software
s
evaluuation and evoolution in Interrnet. In this seection
we introduce
i
som
me important design consiiderations andd the
data source of the platform.
A. Architecture
A
The
T OSSEAN
N architecture mainly consissts of three laayers:
acqu
uisition layerr, analysis layer
l
and prresentation llayer.
Thro
ough the coopperation of thee three parts, OSSEAN
O
achiieves
the automatic ddata processinng and min
ning for mulltiple
prod
duction commuunities and coonsumption co
ommunities. Fiigure
1 preesents an overrview of the arrchitecture.

B. Date
D Source
OSSEAN
O
colllects data from
m both produ
uction communnities
and consumption communitiess. The first problem
p
we met
m is
whaat communitiees should be selected as data
d
sources. Take
deveelopment com
mmunities as example, Wiikipedia lists more
than
n 20 open sourrce hosting weebsites such as
a SourceForge and
Gith
hub, and theree are thousannds of commu
unity websitees for
interrdependent open
o
source organizationss such as Linux,
L
Apaache, Eclipse, OW2, etc. A
As to consump
ption communnities,
there are far more
m
candidattes for consiideration, succh as
StacckOverflow, Slashdot,
S
CSDN
DN and OsChin
na (the last tw
wo are
famous in China). We rank thee communitiess according to their
popu
ularity.
(1)
( Data sourcce from producction commun
nities:
We
W select two of thee most popu
ular developpment
com
mmunities (So
ourceForge annd GitHub) and
a
one direectory
com
mmunity (OpenHub). The nnumber of projects
p
and Alexa
A
rank
k are shown in table 1. G
GitHub is a repository hoosting
com
mmunity. It hossts 10,392,4688 repositories up to August 2014.
How
wever, usually
y a software prroject can be forked many times
t
in Github,
G
and theerefore a lot oof repositories can be createed for
one project. So we
w use the num
umber of root repositories as
a the
num
mber of projectts in Github.
Among
A
the to
otal projects iin these comm
munities, therre are
lots of projects th
hat are createdd just for a try
y of the comm
munity
tools, these projeccts have few vvalue and are the main cauuse of
distu
urbance in latter data proceessing. Anotheer data disturbbance
is th
he duplicates of projects am
mong differen
nt communitiees. To
mak
ke sure that on
nly active andd useful projeects are selectted as

Fiigure 1: The archiitecture of OSSEA
AN
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of low-quality data and data checking task is very difficult, and
thus easily bring a lot of problems to the next stage of data
analyzing. In order to improve the quality of acquired data, we
add a new verification step into extracting process. The
following are the details about these three processes.
Crawling process: A crawler in OSSEAN uses targetoriented retrieval policies. This process contains two steps. A
crawler firstly crawls all the lists from a community and
extracts the links of every item (here an item is an open source
project). Then, the target pages referred by these links are
downloaded and stored in database. Here we use multithreaded techniques to improve performance. However, in
order to prevent disturbing the performance of target
communities, we set our crawling speed to a very low level.
Extracting process: This process extracts key attributes
from raw web pages. Usually, different community sites have
totally different page templates. Thus, we design corresponding
extraction templates separately for each site. OSSEAN will
automatically select right template to extract the input page
according to its “site” name. The extracted attributes will be
stored in database (here we use MySQL to stall these structured
data).
Verifying process: This process verifies the potential
errors exist in the crawling and extracting process. Verification
of the extracted attributes will be invoked just after all pages
are extracted. Different attributes have different verification
methods. For example, a “time” related attribute (such as the
“publish time” of a post) will be checked whether it has a right
time format; while for the title of a post, it will be checked
whether it is a valid textual string. In this process, the error
handing module of each site will also locate the position of the
error, either in download module or extraction module. The
verification results will be logged for providing further bugfixing instructions.
OSSEAN provides a plugin-based structure for adding new
communities. The code framework for the three processes will
be created and developers need only to change the extraction
templates and verification templates.

data source, we implement the following filtering polices: (1)
remove the projects that either of its number of stars or
downloads is zero; (2) rank the root repositories by their scores
in Github and chose the first 116,850, where the score of each
repository is the sum of its forks, watchers and commits in
Github; (3) rank the projects by their scores in OpenHub and
chose the first 98,833, where the score of each repository is the
sum of its number of users, reviews and contributors in
OpenHub. The statistical results are shown in table 1.
TABLE I.
Site Name

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION COMMUNITIES
Total Projects Selected Projects

1
2
3

GitHub
SourceForge
OpenHub
Total
Without Duplicates

3,099,089
411,716
664,620
4,175,425
－

116,850
48,712
98,833
264,395
238,467

Alexa Popularity
Ranking

98
217
28,419
－
－

(2) Data source from consumption communities:
There are much more consumption communities than
production communities in Internet. We select most popular
and hottest communities as our data source, mainly referring to
their Alexa Rank (a websites ranking system provided by
alexa.com according to the frequency of visits). Table 2 shows
the number of posts collected from popular communities up to
December 2014, including some famous Chinese communities.
The posts are various kinds of documents generated in these
communities for Q&A, discussion and sharing among users.
TABLE II. SOFTWARE CONSUMPTION COMMUNITIES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sites

Posts

http://stackoverflow.com/
http://www.csdn.net/
http://www.cnblogs.com/
http://www.codeproject.com/
http://slashdot.org/
http://www.oschina.net/
http://www.iteye.com/
http://www.dewen.io/
http://www.zdnet.com/
http://www.lupaworld.com/
Total

7,205,198
848,998
4140
187,692
45,203
382,200
92,545
16,229
43,644
29,541
8,855,390

Alexa Popularity
Ranking

59
442
1,241
1,346
1,484
1,632
2,441
159,508
18,400
210,871

D. Data Bridging
OSSEAN builds connections between production
communities and consumption communities. Bridging two
kinds of communities can be seen as a classification of posts to
software project names, but we cannot use the conventional
method to complete this classification. First, there is no training
set for us to train a classification model, and clustering
algorithm has the problem of discerning the body of each class.
Second, there are many projects germinating every day, which
makes it hard to build a stable model. Therefore, we use text
matching method to solve this problem. For each post, we
consider three attributes – tags, title and content. OSSEAN
performs the matching in three steps – data preprocess, index
building and entity matching. The following is the detail about
the three steps.
Data preprocess: This step integrates the data from
different communities. The data from different communities
have different structure, so we define a standard structure for
two kinds of communities. For example, the basic data
structure of a post is a 13-tuple (subject, abstract, content,
author, number of replies, number of views, type, category,
created time, updated time, crawled time, URL, site), while that

－

C. Data Acquisition
The two kinds of communities are publicly available, but
distributed dispersedly over the whole Internet. It is a great
challenge to retrieve such kind of data continuously and
automatically. The task of acquisition layer is obtaining data
from these community sites. OSSEAN uses APIs provided by
community web site and web crawlers to construct a data flow
storage and management platform. For data crawling, it mainly
consists of two interdependent processes: firstly crawls the raw
web pages, and then extracts the attributes from the web pages.
We know that most data collecting platform extracts the page
information simultaneously while downloads web pages, but
this is not the good solution for the changing and growing sites.
This design is necessary for the insurance of data quality,
which is very important for the retrieval of open-source data.
We cannot identify whether an error is created in the process of
crawling or extraction when extracted information is wrong.
Because of this, the conventional methods may introduce a lot
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of a project is a 13-tuple (namee, description, language, num
mber
of fo
ollowers, num
mber of downloads, number of views, num
mber
of committers, caategory, createed time, updaated time, craawled
timee, URL, site).
For
F
productioon communiities, we alsso aggregate the
multtiple occurrennce of a same
s
project across diffferent
com
mmunities into one project.
Index
I
Buildin
ng: All the posts
p
in OSSEAN are inddexed
acco
ording to their three attributees (tags, title and
a content). Each
post is segmenteed and then its inverted index is creeated.
Therrefore, it willl be very faast to answerr queries succh as
whetther a post conntains a projecct name.

ghest points 122517744 and 7148960 as shhown
steadily to the hig
fi
4. This indicates thaat the open so
ource communnities
in figure
attraact more and
d more orgaanization as well as userrs to
conttribute and participate.

Figure 3: The nu
umber of organizzations in Github in different yearss

Figuure 2. The flow off the matching pro
ocess

Entity
E
Match
hing: Given a post, each kin
nd of its attribbutes
is atttached a weigght i, as shoown in figure 2. OSSEAN uses
strin
ng comparisonn to match tags matching, i.e., if the tag liist of
a post contains thee software nam
me then we geet a positive m
match.
OSS
SEAN uses index-based search for title
t
and coontent
matcching, i.e., thee name of the software
s
will be used as a qquery
term
m to search in the index. Thhe score of thee match is thee sum
of i, where thee match i shhould be succcessful. Curreently,
OSS
SEAN set 1, 2 and 3 to 1,
1 0.8 and 0.5 respectively.
r
Text
T
matchinng method has
h
many ad
dvantages in data
bridg
ging, but it also perform
ms poorly in some cases. For
exam
mple, it cannot confirm wheether a term in
n a post referss to a
softw
ware project eeven when the term is identiical to the nam
me of
that project. Anotther case is thhat different projects
p
may sshare
similar or even saame names. We
W are using some techniquues to
resollve these probblems, such as Apriori and SVM.
S

Figure4: The nu
umber of posts inn StackOverflow in
i different yearss

B. Software
S
Rankking
OSSEAN
O
can
n help users finnd the favorab
ble software based
b
on the
t popularity of its relatedd posts. Some key issues shhould
be properly
p
addrressed, such as: (1) How
w to computee the
popu
ularity of a po
ost? (2) What is the rank off a software prroject
in th
he global open
n source ecosyystem?
Compared
C
with
w
the ttraditional software
s
rannking
mecchanism, we sort
s the softw
ware projects by
b the set of posts
relatted to them. The basic iidea is that, the more poosts a
matches, the more popularr this
softw
ware project successfully m
project is and sho
ould be sorted forward. In our
o observationn, we
find
d that differen
nt posts havee different im
mpacts. In ordder to
distiinguish these differences, w
we use the num
mber of comm
ments
for judging
j
the po
opularity of a post. We den
note the popuularity
of a post by thee score of thhis post. Thee following is the
form
mula for comp
puting the scorre of post p:
 Scorre  p   commeents  p  / timeddiff  p 

diff  p   timeenow  p   timeeopen  p 
timed
Score  p  is the sccore of post p . comments  p  is
Where
W
the number of comments of post p. timeddiff  p  is the time
interrval between post
p p is openned and now.
The
T rank of a software projject is determiined by the suum of
scorres of its postts. However, w
we find that in
i many casess one
postt may discusses more than one project. To avoid bias, we
use the average sccore to calculaate the softwaare rank.

IV
V. PRELIMINA
ARY RESULTS
EAN
With
W the contiinuous growthh of communiity data, OSSE
can provide lots of interestingg services by mining the crrowd
wisd
dom in open source commuunities. This seection shows ssome
preliiminary results and demos.
A. Ecosystem
E
Meeasurement
OSSEAN
O
cann answer somee basic questiions related too the
scop
pe and scale oof the global open
o
source eccosystem, succh as:
(1) How many open sourcee organizatio
ons and softtware
projeects in producction communnities? (2) Ho
ow many postts (or
docu
uments) in coonsumption coommunities arre related to open
sourrce projects?
These
T
questioons are relatedd to the globaal developmennt of
open
n source softw
ware ecosystem. As shown
n in figure 3, from
in Github goees up
2008
8 to 2014, thee number of organizations
o
to th
he highest poiint 118845. Furthermore,
F
we
w investigatee the
quan
ntity of answeer posts and quuestion posts in StackOverfflow.
Both
h the numberr of answers and questio
ons are increaasing

n

Rank  s   
i 11
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Score  pi 
software  pi 

Rank  s  is the rannk of project s . software  pi  is
Where
W
the number of sooftware discuussed in the post
p
pi . n iss the
num
mber of posts aassociated withh the softwaree s .
Table
T
III shoows the top--10 software in the dataabase
categ
gory after ourr ranking process.

More
M
specificcally, hot topiics can be ussed to indicatte the
trend of user req
quirements annd technical movements.
m
T
There
are lots
l of researcches can be coonducted in OS
SSEAN.
V.

We
W propose a new approacch, named OSSEAN, for mining
m
softw
ware commu
unity data w
with a global vision in mind.
m
OSS
SEAN treats open sourcce communitties as a global
g
interrconnected ecosystem. It divides Internet-bbased
com
mmunities related to open soource softwarre into two grooups:
prod
duction comm
munities and cconsumption communities. We
belieeve OSSEAN
N will give moore practical help
h to improvve the
quallity and efficiency of globbal software engineering using
u
dataa mining and machine
m
learni
ning tools in neear future.
Currently,
C
OSSEAN empphasizes on constructing and
improving its daata flow storaage and man
nagement plattform
baseed on the tw
wo kinds of ccommunities. More intereesting
dem
mos powered by
b advanced ddata analysis algorithms will
w be
laun
nched in http:///ossean.trustiee.net.

TABLE III. TH
HE TOP-10 SOFTWA
ARE IN THE DATA
ABASE CATEGORY
Y
Rank.
R

S
Software

#Posts

Rank Value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

M
MySQL
PosstgreSQL
MoongoDB
S
SQLite
caassandra
Redis
Solr
T
Teradata
Fiilemaker
hhabase

289659
33744
37283
35524
5381
5642
10292
1044
575
2782

5793.18
745.66
710.48
674.88
205.84
112.84
107.62
55.64
20.88
11.50

CO
ONCLUSIONS

C. Opinion
O
Analyysis
OSSEAN
O
cann further analyyze the associiated posts too find
the opinion discuussed about the
t software and answer ssome
interresting questioons related to the hot topicss and developm
ment
trend
d of the globbal open source communiities, such ass: (1)
Whaat are the hot topics of a sooftware? (2) What
W
is the cuurrent
deveelopment trendd in the global open source communities??
We
W utilize a clustering meethod to classify the wordds of
posts into topics.. This clusterring method gives a simillarity
degrree of associaation between words and to
opics. The meethod
calcu
ulates a degrree of similaarity sim(worrdi,topicj) betw
ween
word
ds W={wordd1,…,wordi,…
…,wordn} and
d existing topic
clustters T={topic1,…,topicj,…,,topicn}. The word is classsified
into the maximiized cluster topicj when sim(wordi,toopicj)
exceeeds thresholdd . On the otther hand, if sim(word
s
i,topiicj) is
less than thresholld , we classify the word into a new clluster
topicck+1. The thresshold  is deteermined empirrically. Finallyy, we
can find
f the hot-toopics in the disscussion of thee software.
As
A shown inn figure 5, in the global open soource
com
mmunities, “Anndroid” is thee hottest topicc, which indi cates
that more and more users or developeers focus onn the
deveelopment of m
mobile softwarre.
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